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Balanced strategies needed to tackle rising
electricity prices
Grid Australia today warned the current blame game around electricity prices could lead to
short-sighted decisions which may seriously jeopardise Australia’s long-term power security.
Grid Australia, which represents all the major electricity transmission networks in the National Electricity Market and
in WA, said there needs to be a greater focus on finding solutions, rather than easy targets to blame for rising
prices.
Grid Australia Chair, Mr Peter McIntyre said today, the causes of rising prices are complex but the fact is that much
of the vital network infrastructure built 40 to 50 years ago needs replacing and these costs are considerable.
Mr McIntyre warned knee-jerk reactions could end up creating costly and dangerous problems in the future, with
the greater risk of major power failures affecting millions of Australians due to underinvestment.
Grid Australia members own and operate more than 47,000 km of high voltage transmission lines which provide
the vital link between electricity generators and the distribution networks that connect directly with consumers.
To help provide constructive solutions on behalf of transmission operators, Grid Australia today announced a new
package of network initiatives to help ease price increases for consumers.
Speaking at the Energy Users Association of Australia’s Annual Conference in Sydney today, Mr McIntyre said the
package will be presented to the Federal Government this week, to support the broader policy work currently
underway to address rising electricity prices.

Grid Australia’s package of initiatives to help reduce power costs includes:
Greater measures to reduce peak demand - Grid Australia members will seek greater effective demand-side
participation opportunities to provide viable alternatives to expanding the network to meet peak demand. This
includes changes to pricing arrangements to drive the right signals to consumers - which would support lower
investment in the future. By participating in demand response, energy users agree to reduce their electricity
consumption from the grid during periods of high demand, enhancing network reliability. For example, the NSW
transmission operator TransGrid, today announced a new deal to contract 35 Megawatts (MW) of network support
in the Sydney metropolitan area this summer to reduce peak demand.
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Grid Australia is the organisation which represents the owners of Australia’s electricity
transmission networks in the National Electricity Market (NEM), plus Western Australia
and are interconnected to form the ‘backbone of the NEM’. Its members comprise:
• ElectraNet Pty Ltd (South Australia);

• Transend Networks Pty Ltd (Tasmania);

• Powerlink Queensland (Queensland);

• TransGrid (New South Wales); and

• SP AusNet (Victoria);

• Western Power (Western Australia).

Collectively, these own and operate over 40,000 km of high voltage transmission lines;
have network assets of more than $10 billion; and invest approximately $1.2 billion in the
networks each year.
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A new planning standard - Grid Australia is proposing a new planning standard that would transparently
balance the value of customer reliability against costs. Grid Australia has sought the participation of the Australian
Energy Market Operator in the development of this initiative.
A new model for transmission capital expenditure incentives – Currently for transmission operators, the
incentive for efficient capital expenditure progressively declines over each five year regulatory period. Grid
Australia is proposing a new model that would ensure network businesses have an incentive to minimise all
expenditure, not just amounts above forecast allowances.
Deferring investments - Grid Australia members will focus on deferring proposed investment projects in
response to reduced demand load growth. For example, TransGrid has already deferred approximately one third
($850 million) of its entire capital works program in the 2009 to 2014 regulatory period.
Interconnection upgrades - Grid Australia members will assess prudent and timely investment in
interconnector upgrades to give customers greater access and choice, and therefore more competitive prices, to
the cleanest and cheapest wholesale sources of power generation.

Smart network opportunities - Grid Australia members will explore further ‘smart network’ options such as:





run-back schemes, which provide greater flexibility in the use of power lines;
series compensation measures - adding components to lines to increase power flow;
increase weather condition monitors on power lines to deliver precise real-time ratings which allow for
maximum usage of the lines – especially during hot weather conditions; and
Increase collaboration with distribution network businesses on their smart grid initiatives.

“Transmission networks strongly support ways to ease price increases across the whole electricity sector as long
as they do not compromise the safety and reliability of energy supply,” said Mr McIntyre.
“There are several comprehensive reviews currently underway which are investigating long-term solutions to
provide price relief for consumers without threatening energy security,” he said.
“Grid Australia fully supports the review process which will provide the best platform to make balanced and well
informed decisions on the future of the power industry.”
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